Join our Smiles team
Join our exciting new business model dental office featuring the patented LUMISmile
dentistry services added onto our existing Optimal Dental Healthcare dentistry services.
LUMISmile dentistry is pain-free, no-anesthetic, patented ultra-thin porcelain Lumineer
Veneers, Snap-On Smile appliances and Sapphire One-Hour Dental Office Whitening. This is
an opportunity for career-minded dental healthcare individuals to get on the ground floor of
helping children and adults experience "That Perfect Healthy Smile". This "Perfect Healthy
Smile" dentistry is life-changing, and should you find this LUMISmile dentistry is something
you can believe in for yourself and others, then this is the job for you! Qualified individuals
for this LUMISmile Coordinator position can send a quality cover-letter and a quality resume
to the address listed below.
At Winning Smiles Dentistry, we have a big appetite for learning, creating, executing, and
most importantly, delighting. We've grown over the years and continue to grow with no
bounds in sight.
We are a game-changing comprehensive dentistry dental office that knows its power comes
from its people and new technologies. The passion and innate curiosity of the Winning
Smiles team is felt in all aspects of the business. Our collaborative and comfortable work
environment is filled with highly driven people, and we challenge one another & hold each
other accountable to stretch our abilities and pioneering mindsets to follow the Winning
Smiles Dentistry Phiolosophy Way for "THE PERFECT HEALTHY SMILE FOR EVERYONE".

We make strong moves.
Whether it's making a commitment or winning a cupcake-eating contest in front of cheering
co-workers, we embrace people who are willing to push things forward with bold actions
following the company's board-of-directors leadership direction. We are an entrepreneurial
team with good ideas and an appetite to learn. We surprise and delight at every turn, while
creating an environment that recognizes the achievements of others. It's our recipe for
success.

Who we are?
Witty. Vivacious. Smart. Determined. We're a lot more than just a dental office. Our
foundation is built on people who communicate, collaborate, and create exciting experiences
for explorers around the community, state, and world. If you love to work hard, have fun,
and want to spend your time bringing people together in the spirit of living large and saving
money, you'll be in good company with our company's board-of-directors leadership
direction.

